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Anne Geddes My First Year A Baby Journal
A catalogue of names, illustrated with the author's characteristic colour photographs of children in unusual settings. Names are divided into those for girls and those for boys. The origin and
meaning of each name is briefly described and abbreviations and alternative spellings are included. Many unusual names are given, including some from non-European cultures.
My First Five Years is an elegant way to record baby's memorable moments and milestones. Preserve precious memories of baby's first years in this elegant five-year record book. Spacious
pages allow plenty of room for photographs, insert pockets after each milestone provide the perfect place for keepsakes such as birth announcements, birthday cards or any other mementos
you wish to keep. After each milestone year we provide a place for parents to share their personal reflections. Heart warming Anne Geddes images are placed throughout this journal as well
as quotes and sketches from Anne herself. This book will become a keepsake that parents will pass down to their child and will forever cherish.
ANNE GEDDES LITTLE BLESSINGS is a beautiful new gift book featuring the world of award winning photographer and New York Times bestseller Anne Geddes. Each spread features a
unique photograph flanked with a thoughtful quote or blessing that highlights the joy, beauty, and wonder that new babies bring to every parent. Through the lens of Anne Geddes, LITTLE
BLESSINGS captures the unparalleled relationship between child and caregiver.
As a part of Anne Geddes' Children's Board Book Collection, Colors is an appealing, colorful, and informative board book perfect for pre-school babies and toddlers. Anne Geddes' bright, fun
images coupled with simple, clear design and bold, vibrant colors help very young children come to learn the fundamental concept of colors. Showing solid colors alongside photographs that
also represent the color cleverly reinforces the concept. Next to a solid pink page on which the word pink is written is a photo of a happy, smiling baby surrounded by pink roses. Anne Geddes'
unique and ever popular baby images make this a great, fun way to learn and a treat for baby and parent alike. This book has been especially designed for the very young in mind with smooth
rounded corners and printed on a sturdy board, small and compact perfect for little hands. A wonderful, safe learning tool designed to last. Also available in the Anne Geddes Board Book
Collection are 123, Animals, Opposites, Shapes, and Words.
"Joy" and "wonder" are just two of the qualities babies bring to mind. In this heartwarming new book, Anne Geddes has combined her endearing photographs of babies with some of her
favorite quotations about motherhood to create a loving tribute to this beautiful and natural bond. (including four gatefolds).
The pages of this baby book feature heartwarming photos of babies from Geddes's new Nursery Room Collection of baby clothes. Adorable tots, decked out in colorful cotton duds, smile,
sleep, and convey love on every page.
Babies as snoozing hedgehogs. Babies as beatific butterflies. Babies as tiny fairies dwelling in a magical garden. These are the inhabitants of Anne Geddes' gorgeous book Down in the
Garden, an extraordinary ode to tiny babies and the enchantment they bring to life.In Geddes' Down in the Garden, the world-famous photographer has captured newborns in a variety of
mythical poses: brightly colored flowers with babies peeking out from behind them, sleeping babies snuggled inside bright green peapods, sprightly gnomes with darling baby faces. All come
together to make Geddes' Down in the Garden an artistic masterpiece unlike any other.This small hardcover edition of Down in the Garden features all the striking images from the
internationally best-selling full-size volume in a more intimate, gift-size package. Complemented by gently humorous text, the images in Down in the Garden reflect Geddes' appreciation for
the beauty and innocence of babies. Her unique imagery immediately communicates her deep and abiding love of children in a universal language understood by people everywhere.
Lullaby and Good Night couples a heartwarming lullaby with classic photography from Anne Geddes. Whimsically soothing, this bedtime tale is the perfect way to lay your little one down to
sleep.

Adding to the already beloved line of My First Five Years titles is our new Wet Sparrow baby cover image. This record of early childhood is timeless and will always be treasured.
Every mother-to-be should have a copy of My First Five Years to keep track of each step, giggle and photo of their child from birth to five years. Capture baby's precious
experiences in My First Five Years, now with a charming new cover.
This perfect baby shower gift for parents and new baby is published to coincide with Mother's Day. This edition features My First Five Years Baby Record Book with eight neverbefore-seen images from the Beginnings range, and is presented in a beautiful keepsake box with pull-out drawer, photo frame, height chart, mementos envelope, 'Baby is
Asleep' door sign and space for keepsakes, making it a very special gift for every expectant family to store treasured memories.
Babies grow and change every day. Before you know it, your infant is a toddler and then your toddler is off to school. Cherish the milestones in their young Lives (from birth
through the age of five) with this original Baby Record book. Anne Geddes' engaging images provide the perfect supporting cast for your child's star performances, and the largesize pages provide Lots of room for your favorite photos and reminiscences.
Inside the pages of My First Years: A Journal for Girls, parents will find the perfect place to lovingly capture all of the special moments, from a baby's first day home through their
second birthday. This beautiful baby book is graced with enchanting images from preeminent children's photographer Anne Geddes. Precious babies donned in Geddes's
Nurseryroom line of clothing create a charming backdrop for these easy-to-use prompted journals. With pages dedicated for the milestone ages of three, six, and nine, twelve,
and twenty four months, the MY FIRST YEARS journal also includes all the special details, like a place for hand- and footprints, a family tree, and plenty of room to add your
child's own photos and mementos. A pleasure to look at even before they are filled, this adorable My First Years journal is sure to become a treasured family keepsake.
My little pea. My little pumpkin. My little baby. Gather your baby's moments and milestones from the first year inside this beautiful garden-inspired baby book. Place photos,
document quick thoughts with easy-breezy prompts, chart your baby's day, and create a keepsake of loving moments that will last forever. This gorgeously illustrated book is
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perfect for busy moms and their growing wonders.
The Twelve Days of Christmas is a special book that captures the true spirit of the Yuletide season through the enchanting images of photographer Anne Geddes.Her distinctive,
gently humorous interpretation of the lyrics brings the joyful traditional song to life and makes it as fresh and fun today as it was when it was first sung hundreds of years ago.The
ancient counting song, named after the 12-day holiday in England over Christmas, celebrates the tradition of gift giving. This updated edition of The Twelve Days of Christmas
continues the tradition with its extraordinary images and refreshing design. Anne Geddes' images capture the essence of Christmas and will delight young and old alike.Her
hallmark originality makes The Twelve Days of Christmas the perfect gift to give . . . and to receive.
Anne Geddes My First YearA Baby JournalSourcebooks, Inc.
Cumulative rhyme that begins with ten toddlers in bed and how, one by one, each toddler climbs out until none are left. One side features a girl toddler as the last toddler
remaining; the other side features a boy toddler as the last remaining.
Anne Geddes' photographs of babies have charmed countless fans for many years. In Until Now, Geddes takes us behind the scenes to find out what she was thinking when she captured
these images, her 113 most-favorite photographs. Her text also provides a background to each photograph and helps readers understand how this artist and her subjects work
together.Consider, for example, Geddes' comments about the shot she captured in 1991, which she titled "Rebecca": "She didn't want to hold the tulips, and she didn't want to sit on the chairthere were too many other things to be done. How do you get a 14-month-old to sit still' Show her the jelly bean, and then put it down her trousers."From signature photos of newborns to
touching interactions between parent and child to enthusiastic poses from older children, this gift-size hardcover edition of Until Now gathers together Geddes' most revealing and compelling
work. Whether she's posing babies in the garden or in the studio, Anne Geddes' deep affection for babies and children is obvious in the award-winning images she creates.
Featuring brand new Anne Geddes images, this special edition of My First Five Years comes in its very own Keepsake Box. The My First Five Years Keepsake Box opens to reveal the baby
record book plus a photo frame ready for baby's first photo on the inside box cover. An elegant ribbon eases the book from the box to uncover a pull out drawer making this Anne Geddes
Keepsake Box the perfect place to store not only this cherished book but also special mementos from early childhood. The book itself is graced throughout with Anne Geddes' unique and
breathtaking baby and nature imagery from her latest large format gift book Beginnings , in addition to brand new interior images. It is the ideal place to store all the precious moments in a
child's first five years. From ?Before I Arrived', through ?The World When I Arrived', ?My First Birthday' all the way to ?School' My First Five Years has ample space and prompts to document
the all too fleeting first five years of life. It contains extras such as space for ultrasound scan and other special photos, an envelope for mementos, plus, the addition of a stunning pull out
height chart. To date sales of My First Five Years around the world total in excess of 4.3 million copies and this edition beautifully produced in sturdy hardcover will surely become a family
keepsake to save treasured childhood memories for posterity.
Cheesecake is tickled pink to be on the cover of the original Anne Geddes Birthdays and Anniversaries book. Memorable images make this book a resource you'll enjoy returning to again and
again.
Anne Geddes's "technically and aesthetically exquisite photographs [are] imbued with grace and hope." --Library Journal Now Anne Geddes's critically acclaimed Pure is available in a new
size. Similar in scale to the reissues of Anne Geddes' Down in the Garden and Until Now, Pure is now available in three formats--the original hard- and soft-cover editions and this elegantly
giftable 5" x 6" trim size. Four years in the making, Anne Geddes' Pure offers breathtaking images that intimately evoke the wonder of the first precious days and weeks of life. With eyes tightly
shut, in wrinkly new skin, and unaffected by the world around them, newborns are captured in their purest form as Geddes' explains, "to emphasize the fact that they are vulnerable, fragile,
and very precious human beings." "Real women in the full bloom of pregnancy radiate serenity and promise. Mothers enfold babies in their arms--highlighting the beautiful bond between them
and revealing our shared humanity."
Like peas in a pod, pumpkins in a patch, or roses on the bush, babies blossom and grow. Record their precious and fleeting first years in this delightful hardcover Anne Geddes baby book.
Choose from three different covers (see facing page).
You already know how to give your children healthy food, but the hard part is getting them to eat it. After years of research and working with parents, Dina Rose discovered a powerful truth:
when parents focus solely on nutrition, their kids - surprisingly - eat poorly. But when families shift their emphasis to behaviors - the skills and habits kids are taught - they learn to eat right.
Every child can learn to eat well, but only if you show them how to do it. Dr. Rose describes the three habits - proportion, variety, and moderation - all kids need to learn, and gives you clever,
practical ways to teach these food skills. With It's Not About The Broccoli you can teach your children how to eat and give them the skills they need for a lifetime of health and vitality.
Filled with touches that make this a truly special journal--an envelope to hold a baby's first lock of hair, height and weight charts, and plenty of room for announcements, child's photos, and
mementos--this Geddes album will become a treasured keepsake.
Presents a collection of photographs featuring babies costumed to resemble creatures and plants found in the garden.
This beautiful guided journal chronicles the first year of your baby's life in the unforgettable world of Anne Geddes. Add photos, record family history, favorite moments, and milestones to pass
down to future generations as you recant the story of your child's introduction to the world. As one of the world's most respected photographers, Anne Geddes' timeless photographs have
appeared around the world in her many books and calendars.
A timeless image for a momentous time makes these Anne Geddes products especially noteworthy. The Millennium Clock image suggests the potential of this new age in a memorable way
and is the cover image on an all new Address Book, a new Journal, and a new edition of Anne's bestselling baby book, My First Five Years.
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The birth of a baby is a magical event that should be remembered and cherished forever. "My First Five Years" provides a forum for recording some of the more momentous times in a child's
life, including birthdays, first steps, and starting school. Anne Geddes' charming baby book contains new, color images of infants from a variety of races and ethnic origins.
This little baby went to the garden. This little mushroom grew tall. These little babies played in the grass. These little caterpillars crawled. Introduce your little baby to new friends down in the
garden of Anne Geddes. Join baby flowers, butterflies, and bumblebees on a busy journey through a world of whimsy.
Inside the pages of My First Years: A Journal for Boys, parents will find the perfect place to lovingly capture all of the special moments, from a baby's first day home through their second
birthday. This beautiful baby book is graced with enchanting images from preeminent children's photographer Anne Geddes. Precious babies donned in Geddes's Nurseryroom line of clothing
create a charming backdrop for these easy-to-use prompted journals. With pages dedicated for the milestone ages of three, six, and nine, twelve, and twenty four months, the MY FIRST
YEARS journal also includes all the special details, like a place for hand- and footprints, a family tree, and plenty of room to add your child's own photos and mementos. A pleasure to look at
even before they are filled, this adorable My First Years journal is sure to become a treasured family keepsake.
"Introduce your little baby to new friends down in the garden of Anne Geddes. Join baby flowers, butterflies, and bumblebees on a busy journey through a world of whimsy"-My little pumpkin sitting on the gate. The butterfly said, "Oh, my it's getting late." The sunflower said, "Put your fingers in the air." The bumblebee said, "I can go anywhere!" This twist on a
classic fall poem is perfect for any little pumpkin. Read the story and follow along with hand play as you roll through an Anne Geddes adventure!
Parents can cherish every special moment in the first year of their child's life in this special book. Space is provided for each special landmark - from the earliest photographs to the first lock of
hair. A very special book to keep and look back on over the years.
Celebrates the special bond that exists between mother and child with more than one hundred photographic images and the lyrics to the songs that are performed on the accompanying CD.
When it comes to new babies, friends, or other loved ones, we should remind them of just how darling they are. But are they cuter than a piglet in a sweater? A basket of baby chicks? An
elephant calf taking a bath? Of course! Sweet, funny, irreverent, but above all, cute, this keepsake-size book is perfect for both gift-giving and cuddly story times.
Baby! Talk! is a first word book perfect for sharing . Baby! Talk!'s interactive format promotes early language and important communication skills. Baby! Talk!'s big, bright photographs will put a
smile on your baby's face, because babies love to look at babies.
A collection of photographs of children to see all of the alphabet.
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